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Brief Reports

Depressive Phenomena in Infants

Vanshdeep Sharma, M.D.

Interest in childhood depression is demonstrated by an increasing amount of research in the area. A review of literature suggests that depression as a clinical entity is observable in children (1).

However, since the classic work on Anaclitic Depression by Rene Spitz, the existence of a similar disorder in infants remains in controversy. According to Bower (2), "Infancy is the period of life which begins at birth and ends with the use of language. In this sense, the duration of infancy is about 18 months." It is to this period of life that I shall confine myself in reviewing the pertinent literature on the subject.

In the 1960s, there was much discussion regarding the existence of childhood depression and whether this could be considered a clinical entity in terms of psychodynamic formulations. Rie, in his review maintained that childhood depression is not a valid concept, since the presence of an internalized superego was essential to depressive illness. Thus, children could not have a true depressive illness as they lack a well internalized superego, before adolescence (3,4).

By the early 1970s, the view that childhood depression exists with overt depressive symptoms, was gaining recognition. Cytryn and McKnew reviewed the various schools of thought on childhood depression and proposed a classification system based on the assumption that the presentation of depressive symptoms reflected the developmental stage of the child in terms of the defenses available to cope with the depression (5).

The preponderance of thinking at the present time, is that childhood depression as a clinical entity exists in prepubertal and adolescent children. Empirical research has shown that both RDC and DSM-III criteria can identify children with major depression. Investigators have shown that children with "major depression" do respond to tricyclic antidepressants (6–8).

One of the difficulties facing researchers studying affective responses in infants is the development of methods of study which would reflect the role that emotions play in the everyday life of the infant. There is ongoing research to
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develop and standardize tools to observe and assess emotional expression in infants (9,10).

DSM-III states that a major depressive episode may begin at any age, including infancy. In enumerating the diagnostic criteria, while not commenting specifically on infants, it states that,

1. For children under six, dysphoric mood may have to be inferred from a persistently sad facial expression.
2. In children under six, at least three of the four symptoms should be present nearly everyday for a period of at least two weeks:
   a. Failure to make expected weight gains,
   b. Insomnia or hypersomnia,
   c. Hypoactivity,
   d. Signs of apathy (11).

Mahler (12) has noted that motor activity is the chief representor of affect in the preverbal child. In addition, Spitz has emphasized the importance of infant observation. He has done numerous studies and close observation of many groups of infants, in their own homes as well as in institutions. Anaclitic Depression is a syndrome described by Spitz as an “emotional deficiency disease” of infancy. In his original description (13) he stated that prolonged separation from the mother in the second half of the first year of life resulted in a characteristic syndrome. For this syndrome to develop, normal good relations between the mother and infant had to develop in the first half of the first year. Then, if the infant was deprived of the mother for at least three consecutive months, a characteristic picture unfolded: In the first month, the infant was weepy and demanding with clingy behavior toward observers making contact with him. In the second month, the weeping changed to wailing. The infant was insomniac and showed a decrease in weight. During the third month, the infant showed signs of withdrawal, shunned contact, tended to lie prone in his bed most of the time and motor retardation became pronounced. Some facial rigidity set in, which beyond the third month became firmly established. The infant's developmental quotient decreased. If the mother returned during this period of time, the picture improved.

Spitz also noted that if the separation of the infant from the mother persisted, then the syndrome of Anaclitic Depression merged into a condition which he called Hospitalism, described first in 1945. He distinguished these two conditions and stressed that Anaclitic Depression may be a transition to Hospitalism depending upon the length of separation (beyond three to five months) and on whether the emotional deprivation was partial or total (14–16). The syndrome of Anaclitic Depression was distinguished by Spitz from Bowlby's concept of mourning. Bowlby, in describing the consequences of separation from the mother, has delineated three phases. In the first, the child protests and attempts to recover the mother (i.e., by loud cries, looking eagerly toward any sound which might prove to be his missing mother). This is the
dominant response during the first few days following separation. In the second phase described by Bowlby, the infant seems to despair of recovering the mother but remains preoccupied with her. Gradually, the infant becomes apathetic and withdrawn. Finally, the infant appears to lose interest in the mother and seems to become emotionally detached from her.

Bowlby goes on to say that these three phases are related to central issues of psychoanalytic theory. The phase of protest is related to separation-anxiety, despair is related to grief and mourning, and detachment acts as a defense. He contends that these three are phases of a single process (17–19).

Bowlby’s views are a matter of controversy and differ from those of other authors of psychoanalytic literature on several points. Helene Deutsch (20) has explicitly divorced these phases. She has stated that the early infantile anxiety is the small child’s response to separation from the protecting and loving person. When the child is older (and more mature), mourning and grief are to be expected as a response to separation, in place of anxiety.

It should also be understood that Bowlby is essentially describing brief separations between mother and infant, and his time periods in no way relate to those mentioned by Spitz (13) in describing anaclitic depression. Bowlby also states that once reunited with the mother, the infant’s detachment fades and after a period of time no residual can be detected. Spitz, on the other hand suspected that in his cases recovery was never complete. This suspicion of Spitz is well proven by Harmon et al (21). Their paper on anaclitic depression was a follow up study of “George.” George had been placed in a residential nursery at age 8 days. Emde et al (22) documented his early development and at age 9 months noted that George suffered from anaclitic depression which subsequently lasted till age 17 months. Harmon et al in their paper, focused on George’s development from age 20 months till 12 years. During this period they noticed that George was often clinically depressed. Although this picture is atypical in a number of ways (outstanding difference being that no normal mother-infant bonding occurred in the first few months), the authors have persuasively presented why their patient developed anaclitic depression and why this picture continued with remissions and exacerbations well into his prepubertal years.

There are other cases of depression in infants described in the literature. In a number of these cases, there was no physical separation between the mother and infant for any length of time. In the case described by Davidson (23), the patient (Kate, age 17 years) was intensively studied from age 4 months onward and showed evidence of depression at various stages of development. It is Davidson’s hypothesis that if records of the infancy of a patient are available (as was the case with her patient), then one would be able to see signs in the infant’s affective state that would be the infantile counterpart of that adult’s experience of depression. Davidson classified the symptoms to look for in the infant’s records. These were, “lassitude, repeated regurgitation, poor muscle control and excessive sleeping.”
Sleep is conceptualized by Engel and Reichsman (24) as one way in which an individual can withdraw from his environment; Brazelton (25) considers withdrawal into sleep as an early defense available to the infant. Engel and Reichsman have described their case who also was not separated from her mother. Their patient appeared to develop the syndrome (which the authors called “Depression of Infancy”) during a period of estrangement between the patient and her mother in the first year of life, because she suffered from an obvious physical defect (gastric fistula). The authors were able to not only observe the patient’s initial depression and subsequent recovery, but were also able to experimentally induce depression. They have detailed their method of inducing depression in the patient in their original work.

Earls (26) points out that the syndrome of non-organic failure to thrive (which is called the Reactive Attachment Disorder in DSM-III) can be considered as a depressive syndrome in infants. In these cases, listlessness and weight loss are almost invariably present.

CONCLUSIONS

There is little epidemiologic data to support the diagnosis of depression in infants. However, there appears to be accumulating evidence toward such a diagnosis.

Spitz (13,14) has elaborated the psychodynamic development of the infant from the phase of narcissism (first three months) through pre-objectal relations (second three months) to the final stage of true object relations (six to nine months). For anaclitic depression to develop, a period of separation between the infant and mother, following good object relations, is necessary.

Spitz also argued that since the mother was the dominant partner in the mother-infant dyad, disorders of the mother’s personality would be reflected in disorders of the infant. This is amply borne out by the cases of Davidson, Engel and Reichsman, and others. In each of these cases, there was no physical (quantitative) separation between the mother and infant, but rather the quality of the interaction between them was such that the various authors felt their patients were depressed. The cases mentioned here all show abnormal affective responses as a consequence of absent, lost, or deficient mother-infant interactions. The question of constitutional contribution by the infant to this interaction has been less well examined than the environmental-familial contribution. However, its empirical study in older children leaves no reason to believe that it should not be present in some infants.
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